
for Microsoft 
Teams
Travel and meeting 
collaboration solution

https://appsource.microsoft.com/es-ES/product/office/WA200004590?tab=Overview


SEAMLESSLY EMBEDDED INTO 
MIRCOSOFT TEAMS

Discover Cytric Easy, our Travel & Expense
Management solution that will change
drastically the way employees collaborate
and manage business travel.

The ability to book flights or claim travel
expenses without leaving the collaborative
application Microsoft Teams, helps to
reduce disruption and increase productivity.

It’s easier than ever before to connect
and collaborate.

KEY HIGHLIGHTS 
for TRAVEL

Trip Dashboard
A seamless experience

Overview of upcoming business trips
directly in Microsoft Teams.



Match My Trip
Simplified trip sharing and matching

Sharing trip details with colleagues within Microsoft
Teams, who can match the same date and destination 
while originating from their preferred departure airport.

Share Your Transfer
Travel in a more sustainable way

Saving time and money while contributing to a more 
sustainable future by sharing transfers with 
colleagues.



EXPENSE

Notifications
Receive notifications as a reminder to create 
expense statements

Dashboard
To track spending, the dashboard summarizes all 
expenses by statements in processing, to be 
submitted and unassigned expenses.  

KEY HIGHLIGHTS 
for EXPENSE



WHAT OUR CUSTOMERS SAY

Charles Perron, Mobility Manager Group, EGIS:

We enjoy working with the Cytric team to evolve and 
ultimately create the best solution for businesses with 
Cytric Easy. As a result of Amadeus’ active listening 
and commitment to investing, we have seen very positive 
changes.

Eric Bailey, Global Travel Director for Microsoft:

This milestone lays another foundation block for 
integrating technology into the travel booking and in 
destination experience. We want to simplify every aspect of 
business travel for our employees, Cytric does this with its 
intuitive user experience.

José María Dalmau, VP Business Development,
Meliá Hotels International:

As a global company, many of our employees travel across 
the world, so organizing travel is key consideration for us. 
Being able to find and book a flight, hotel or car without 
leaving Microsoft applications is a game-changer.



Let your employees focus on what matters most by 
making the process easier and faster than ever before.

WANT TO KNOW MORE?

Visit the Cytric Easy website or
contact your sales representative.

AWARDS

https://cytric.amadeus.com/en/product/microsoft-integration

